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Preface

A new era in earthquake engineering research is upon us. Today the George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Research (NEES) is attempting to revolutionize earthquake engineering research to a more predominant multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional and multi-national collaboration. Under NEES, 16 research equipment sites are currently either completed or in the final stages of equipment installation and are geographically distributed around the U.S. An important feature of these NEES research facilities is the tele-observation and tele-operation capabilities, which allows researchers at different locations to observe and operate the same physical test at one site. This feature of teleconferencing can benefit the exchange of information between institutions, while simultaneously expanding the experimental capability of many research institutions. Furthermore, as these NEES research facilities will be open to a larger number of U.S. and international researchers, it can be expected a significant impact on the education and the training of the next-generation engineers either in the U.S or around the world. This without a doubt will propel the field of earthquake engineering research to new horizons.

The goal for establishing NEES was to provide a national and international resource that will shift the emphasis of earthquake engineering research from current reliance on physical testing to integrated experimentation, computation, theory, databases, and model-based simulation. Another main goal of the NEES consortium is to expand these research opportunities to other researchers around the world. In line with this goal, the main objective of the proposed international workshop is to develop research ties between researchers from the U.S. and Portugal. Furthermore, researchers from England, New Zealand and Italy will participate in the workshop, which will expand this workshop to a truly multi-international participation. This international workshop will focus on the following objectives:

- Present to the international engineering research community the goals of NEES along with its 16 research sites;
- Establish partnerships in the field of earthquake engineering research within the collaborative goals of NEES;
- Outline expected seismic research goals in the U.S. within the NEES potential;
- Explore the potential to formulate Grand Challenge projects with international researchers.

Within this last objective of developing Grand Challenge teams, it is of extreme value to include researchers that have an extensive research background that extends beyond the field of earthquake engineering. As such, international researchers were invited to participate in this workshop that have an extensive background in the following areas of research:

- Seismic vulnerability and assessment of existing and new structures;
- Testing of large scale structures;
- Retrofit of structures with composites;
- Construction of new structures with advanced composites;
- Soil structure interaction;
- Development of new design methodologies;
- Non destructive evaluation techniques;
- Structural optimization.

In conclusion, this workshop fits well within the NEES goals, as the NEES consortium believes that these research facilities can be significantly enhanced and its usage further explored if international researchers participate in the work conducted at these institutions.

Lamego, 11th July 2005

Joaquim A. O. Barros Pedro F. Silva
Universidade do Minho, Guimarães, Portugal University of Missouri Rolla, Rolla, USA
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